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Rockford fosgate t2652-s

The T2652-S is a 6.50-way component system with a 1-aluminum dome tweeter and is rated at 100 W RMS. The kit includes pairs or woofers with grilles, two tweeters with dedicated audiophile crossovers and mounting equipment. Aluminum neo-tweeter dome with built-in suspension Mylar Phase Plug Internal Tweeter Recessed Tweeter Uses Standard 1-3/4 Hole Ball Carbon
Fiber &amp; Polypropylene Molded Cone Butyl Midrange Rubber Surround Billet Machined Aluminum Phase Plug FlexFit Basket Design External Audiophile Compensation Crossover Bi-on/off capability 3 levels tweeter damping Configuration tweeter on /off-axis 5% tolerance high quality polycodentycy and oem inductor coils with air core included 1 year standard warranty T2652S 6.50 is an alternative component system for T1 with the main difference, which is the aluminum phase plug of the bite to increase cooling. The woofer is equipped with the same VAST surround speaker, which has up to 25% larger cone area and flex fit basket for easy installation. Another difference is the Aluminum Dome Neo-Tweeter for fanatics who prefer this type of tonal
quality over T1. The same external audiophile crossover is used, customizable for single or 2-sighted configurations. 100 W RMS 200 W MAX High-Pass (HP): 3.0kHz @ 18dB/octave Butterworth Low-Pass (LP): 3.0kHz @ 12dB/octave Butterworth Rockford Fosgate Product Subject to summer offer availability! For sale now! Disabled! (You save $152.00) or make 4 interest-free
payments every two weeks with the T2652-S's 6.50 2-way component system featuring 1 aluminum tweeter dome and is rated at 100 W RMS. The kit includes a pair or woofers with grilles, two tweeters with dedicated audiophile crossovers and mounting equipment. The T2652-S 6.50 is an alternative component system for T1 with the main difference being the aluminum bite
phase plug to increase cooling. The woofer is equipped with the same VAST surround speaker, which has up to 25% larger cone area and flex fit basket for easy installation. Another difference is the Aluminum Dome Neo-Tweeter for fanatics who prefer this type of tonal quality over T1. The same external audiophile crossover is used, customizable for single or 2-sighted
configurations. Features: Aluminum neo-tweeter dome with built-in suspension Mylar Phase Plug Internal Tweeter Recessed Tweeter Uses Standard Hole 1-3/4 Carbon Saw &amp; Polypropylene Injection Molded Cone Butyl Mid-Range Rubber Surround Billet Machined Aluminum Phase Plug FlexFit Basket Design External Audiophile crossover Bi-on /off 3 levels of tweeter
damping Configuration of tweeter on/off-axis 5% tolerance of high quality polycapacitors and inductors called air OEM adapter plates included Specifications: Nominal Impedance (Ohms) 4-Ohm Speaker Type Component Component Size (Nominal Diameter) 6.5 Midrange Midrange Depth 2.51 (64 mm) Tweeter Mounting Depth 0.50 (13 mm) Mounting Equipment Yes Tweeter
Size (Nominal Diameter) 1.0 (25.4 mm) Frequency Response (Hz) 55Hz - 22kHz Power Handling (RMS) 100 W RMS, 200 W Max Crossover High-Pass (HP): 3.0kHz @ 18dB/octave Butterworth, Low-Pass (LP): 3.0kHz @ 12dB/octave Butterworth Sensitivity (dB @ 1W/1M) 89 Grille/Trim Ring Included Yes Shipping Weight 9.4 lbs. (4.26 kg.) CEA-2031 Compliant Write Review
This product has not received any reviews yet. Be the first to review this product! Return policyYou can return most new, unopened items within 30 days from 20 days from 20 days of return costs, less the re-sowing fee and any shipping costs that cannot be recovered. Frankies will cover the return shipping costs if the return is the result of our error (you received an incorrect or
defective item, etc.). The refund balance will be issued as a store credit for the purchase of the next product or paid directly back to the PayPal. You should expect a refund within four weeks of handing over the package to the returning sender, but in many cases you will receive a refund faster. This period includes the transit time we have to receive a refund from the sender (from
5 to 10 business days), the time it takes us to process the return after receiving it (3 to 5 business days), and the time it takes the bank to process our return request (5 to 10 business days). To arrange a return, contact the store where you made the purchase, by phone, e-mail or by bump into the store. ShippingFrankies offer a £9 flat rate shipping throughout Australia, regardless
of the number of items, however some larger/heavier items may incur a higher fee that will be recorded during the checkout procedure. Frankies do not ship to PO Boxes, Parcel Lockers or addresses outside australia in-car entertainmentspeakers6 - 61/2 Split Component In-Car EntertainmentSpeakers6 - 61/2 Split Component Overview T2652-S 6.50 is an alternative component
system for T1 with the main difference being the Billet aluminum phase plug to increase cooling. The woofer is equipped with the same VAST surround speaker, which has up to 25% larger cone area and flex fit basket for easy installation. Another difference is the Aluminum Dome Neo-Tweeter for fanatics who prefer this type of tonal quality over T1. The same external audiophile
crossover is used, customizable for single or 2-sighted configurations. Aluminum neo-tweeter dome with built-in suspension Internal phase tweeter mylar phase plug Recessed tweeter uses standard saw hole 1-3/4 carbon fiber &amp; injector polypropylene butyl cone medium rubber surround billet machined aluminum FlexFit plug basket design external audiophile class crossover
Bi-amp on/off capability 3 levels of tweeter attenuation On/off-axis tweeter configuration 5% tolerance tolerance high quality polycapsuters and air druid inductors includes 1 Year Warranty Technologies Specifications Nominal Impedance (Ohms) 4-Ohm Speaker Type Component System Medium size (nominal diameter) 6.5 Mid mounting depth 2.51 (64 mm) Tweeter Mounting
Depth 0.50 (13 mm) Tweeter Size (Nominal Diameter) 1.0 (25.4 mm) Frequency Response (25 55Hz - 22kHz Power Handling (RMS) 100 W RMS 200 W Max Crossover High-Pass (HP): 3.0kHz @ 18dB/octave Butterworth Low-Pass (LP): 3.0kHz @ 12dB /Octavy Butterworth Sensitivity (dB @1W/1M) 89 Grille/Trim Ring Includes Yes Shipping Weight 9.4 Lbs. (4.26 kg.) Cea-2031
Compliant Compatibility Support Contact the authorized Rockford Fosgate dealer from whom you purchased this product. If you need further assistance, call Rockford Customer Service at 1-800-669-9899. To return any product to Rockford Fosgate, you must obtain a return authorization number (return authorization number). You are responsible for shipping the product to
Rockford. View the process Before requesting ra, try to diagnose the error. Many of the products we receive are shipped back without problems found, usually due to incorrect installation. Use our RFTECH:Knowledge Base for troubleshooting assistance. Call us during normal business hours at 1-800-669-9899 (option #1) and get ready with the following information: Name with
full address product name (T0D415) Serial number (12 or 13-digit number) Failure diagnostics (no output, no power LED, etc.) Scanned copy of the original receipt sent by e-mail to cs.support@rockfordcorp.com (seller name, date of purchase and purchased item must be legible) Credit/debit card (in case of payment for non-warranty claims) No money orders or cheques. When
shipping a product, the package MUST have the following information: RA# Printed Outside of Box (as large as possible) Copy of the original receipt Send product (UPS or FedEx preferred) to the following: Rockford / AJR International 300 Regency DR Glendale Heights, IL 60139 RA#:_ Accessories RFWP16-30 read more... RFDS-SPEAKER read more... We need more
information to help you find the right products for your vehicle. In 2011, Dodge Ram was renamed ram. To add Ram trucks for 2011 and next: 1. Select the year of the vehicle. 2. Select the framework in the Make menu. Hyundai Genesis was renamed Genesis in 2017. To add Genesis vehicles for 2017 and next: 1. Select the year of the vehicle. 2. Select Genesis from the Do
menu. In 2018, Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the Wrangler. However, the 2018 JK Wrangler, based on the previous vehicle is still sold next to it. Tweeters Woofers Crossovers Woofers Injection-Molded Woofers: Woofer cones are injection molded carbon fiber filled with polypropylene. This molding process ensures an
even thickness of the cone cone linearity and transparency. It is also lightweight and stiff for reduced distortion and better bass response. Rubber sheath: Rubber surrounds suppresses unwanted harmonic distortion while maintaining linear geometry in extreme weather conditions. This leads to reduced distortion, excellent frequency and excellent durability. Phase Plug: Each
aluminum bite phase plug of each subwoofer increases the cooling of the voice coil. VAST Surround: Vertical Attach Surround Technique (VAST) increases the effective surface area of the speaker's radiating cone without increasing the size of the basket. FlexFit: Flex Fit frame uses slots (if possible) instead of single screw holes; allows you to adjust the speaker lightly when
mounted. Klippel Verified: Klippel Distortion Analyzer, a device that uses laser and advanced software to perform large-scale driver analysis on the move, allows Rockford Fosgate to optimize the speaker engine structure, voice coil alignment, and suspension for the best possible performance. Size rating note: Some manufacturers, including Rockford Fosgate, call this speaker a
size 6-1/2. Because it requires a larger notch than a standard 6-1/2 speaker, Crutchfield traditionally refers to this woofer size as 6-3/4. To confirm your fit in the car, please refer to the Crutchfield vehicle selector. Multi-OEM Adapter: For mounting flexibility, the included brackets allow installation in 6x9 applications. When using brackets, the mounting height is 0.611 and the depth
is 2,344 (top handle). Note: The bracket is generic (notch for 5-1/4) and needs to be modified before the T2652-S can fit in it. Tweeters Tweeters: Tweeters are 1 aluminum dome offering exceptional dispersion and clarity. Mounting: Tweeters have multiple mounting configurations; choose to install a plaster or surface. Surface mounting system Discreet double clamp (DDC)
provides concentric mounting pressure on the perimeter of the hole. The surface-mounted housing can be placed at two angles, at an angle of about 15° or 30°. Depending on the handle used, the installed dimensions are: Flush surface 15° Area 30° Mounting height 0.4 1,043 1,342 Mounting depth 0.903 Bolt depth depth frame diameter 2,355 N /A N/A Cut diameter 1.75 N/A N/A
Frame Width N/A 2.141 2.141 Frame Depth N/A 2.160 2.155 Tweeter level: The switch on each crossover allows you to adjust the output level of tweeters; -2 dB, 0 dB or +2 dB. Tweeter Axis: Another switch on each crossover adjusts the tweeter output to position the axis or beyond. Crossovers Specifications: Slope it's 18 dB/octaves high pass and 12 dB/lower octaves. The
crossover point for both is 3 kHz. Bi-amp: Crossovers have separate inputs to the woofer and tweeter, along with a bi-amp on/off switch, so each component can be powered by Channel. (If you are using only two amplifier channels, turn off the bi-amp switch and use tweeters.) Wiring: Crossover inputs and outputs are screw clamps; will accept bare wire up to 10-gauge. Crossover
dimensions: Width: 4-5/8 Height: 1-3/8 Depth: 4-5/8 4-5/8
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